Better Insights Into Inventory Levels, Time to Optimize Stock Levels
Consulting solution for SAP Digital Supply Chain

Business Challenge
• Supply chain volatility and supply side is disrupted, reduced ability to plan, operate, and respond to demand
• The need to reduce storage costs by optimizing inventory levels without jeopardizing service levels
• Lost sales due to unsatisfied customers and extended delivery times

Business Outcome
• Optimized safety stock level
• Optimized warehouse cost structure
• Better service levels

Deliverables and Timeframes
• Quantification of potential inventory optimization based real time data, materials, and inventory figures:
  – Inventory, safety stocks, days of supply
  – Master data and material requirement planning parameters
• Delivery time of assessment within 1-2 weeks

Industry Relevance
• Manufacturing, industrial machinery and components, high tech, M&M, chemicals, pharma, retail, consumer, telecommunications, aerospace and defense

SAP Solutions
• SAP S/4HANA
• SAP ECC 6.0

Service Description
The inventory optimization service provides a self-service approach a detailed, easy and fast overview on quantified estimations of savings for inventory optimization.

Up to 30%*
Inventory reduction at same service level

Up to 20%*
Increase forecast accuracy

Learn more about the Essential business services from SAP on: www.sap.com/essential-business-services

* dependent on customer implementing SAP recommendations and based on sampling of recent customer engagements – results not guaranteed